Nominees: Fall Drama Productions

LEAD ACTOR:
Jonah Kramer (Mr. Antrobus) The Skin of our Teeth, Huntington
Zach Zadek (Morris Seidman) Seidman and Son, HS East
Jacob Pincus (Lenny Ganz) Rumors, Commack
Kenny Langer (Ken Gorman) Commack, Rumors

LEAD ACTRESS:
Ally Kiley (Sabina) The Skin of our Teeth, Huntington
Nicole Sganga (Peter Pan) Peter Pan and Wendy, CSH
Zoe Katsoros (Dotty Otley) Noises Off, Harborfields
Jackie Bakewell, (Laura Menken) Seidman and Son, HS East

SUPPORTING ACTOR:
Schuyler Berland, (Harold Seidman) Seidman and Son, HS East
Gregory Georges (Philip Smith) Exit the Body, HS West
Kevin O’Lear (Selsdon Mowbray) Noises Off, Harborfields
Frederick Fellowes (Cosmo Carlson) Noises Off, Harborfields

SUPPORTING ACTRESS:
Mary Liz O’Neill (Fortune Teller) The Skin of Our Teeth, Hunt
Whitney Paul, (Wikenski) Seidman and Son, HS East
Katie Murisco (Natasha Sevinsky) Come over to our House, Whitman
Kimmie Steinberg (Tinkerbell) Peter Pan and Wendy, CSH

BEST PRODUCTION:
Seidman and Son, HS East
Rumors, Commack,
Exit the Body, HS West
Noises Off, Harborfields

BEST STAGE CREW:
Noises Off – Harborfields
Exit the Body, HS West
Peter Pan and Wendy, CSH

BEST PLAYBILL/MARKETING:
Peter Pan and Wendy, CSH
The Skin of Our Teeth, Huntington
Seidman and Son, HS West

BEST SCENERY/PROPS:
Peter Pan and Wendy, CSH
The Skin of our Teeth, Huntington
Noises Off, Harborfields